As educational institutions transition to virtual classes, Vyopta helps K-20 institutions ensure successful online learning programs.

Vyopta provides insights to help district superintendents and IT administrations:

- Ensure quality class experiences
- Track student attendance, engagement with meeting platforms
- Improve operational planning to meet peak class hours
- Determine necessary future tech spend
- Proactively track live class performance
- Track synchronous teaching success
- Automate compliance reports for services, access established
- Protect State Accountability and Compliance records
- Store data for prevention of false claims against institution

PREVENT CAPACITY FAILURES
- Track licensing, bridging capacity
- Understand peak concurrent hours
- Get daily reports on capacity

ENSURE QUALITY OF EXPERIENCE
- Monitor participant quality metrics
- Get immediately alerted on issues
- See quality for live & past classes

IMPROVE VISIBILITY & USAGE
- See how users are joining calls
- Analyze by location, faculty, etc.
- Understand increase in tech use

TRUSTED BY LEADING EDUCATION AND DISTANCE LEARNING INSTITUTIONS
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Vyopta: Use Data to Determine Success & Sustainability
Monitoring & analytics to optimize and scale UC deployments to support video classrooms due to COVID-19 restrictions.

**AUTOMATED COMPLIANCE REPORTING**
Track distance learning program success and student attendance for compliance and accreditation.

Vyopta can help you track:
- ✔ Number of virtual courses held
- ✔ Number of students joining
- ✔ When and for how long students joined
- ✔ How students are joining
- ✔ Are students/instructors using video
- ✔ Success of virtual classroom program
- ✔ Future technology investment needs
- ✔ Classes held by instructor, Faculty, campus, and more

**OPTIMIZED CLASS EXPERIENCE**
Proactively ensure optimal class experience for instructors using video collaboration endpoints and for remote students and instructors.

Vyopta can help you monitor:
- ✔ Status of instructor video endpoint
- ✔ Quality for audio, video, presentation share
- ✔ Endpoint peripheral status (mic, camera, and more)
- ✔ Real-time call quality network effects
- ✔ Live status and quality of classes, with ability to troubleshoot for up to 30-days
- ✔ Identify systemic issues
- ✔ Determine whether root cause of issues relates to home networks or devices, on-premises infrastructure, or telecom providers

**Supported Technologies**
Vyopta collects data from numerous collaboration vendors, systems and endpoints across your hybrid environment.
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*About Vyopta:* Vyopta is a leading provider of collaboration performance management and meeting room insights solutions. With coverage that spans video, voice, and messaging from Cisco, Microsoft, Poly, Pexip, Zoom, BlueJeans, and more, Vyopta helps companies improve quality of experience, accelerate workplace transformation and optimize investments across UC and conference rooms. Vyopta monitors and analyzes over 10 billion meeting minutes annually across the largest enterprises in the world, including Workday, AstraZeneca, Stanford University, Shared Services Canada and the US Department of Veterans Affairs.

Learn more about Vyopta by visiting [www.vyopta.com](http://www.vyopta.com).